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College in Lists. 
Kalli Baker 
Things to love. Keep remembering these: 
Dogs, cats, chocolate. 
Usually dogs more. But they're time-intensive. Hard for college. 
Classes, work, socializing. No time anymore. Cats' turn now. 
Chocolate never fades. Chocolate never fails. Well, most times. 
It exacerbates acne. 
Rainy sunny days. 
Bittersweet lazy days. Nostalgic but different. Excuses to relax. 
Humidity rolling away. The perfect climate. 
Pine-scented candles burning. 
More like dampness. Forests during thunderstorms. Campfires in 
Washington. Crucial for studying. Along with color-coding. Color-
coding nearly everything. Notes, planners, notebooks. 
Equal parts good. Equal parts bad: 
Dirty cat litter. 
Who designed this? "You know what? I like sand. I like cats. Let's 
combine them. Nothing'll go wrong." Definitely nothing wrong. No 
litter everywhere. Floors, couches, beds. Sometimes countertops 
too? How, how, how? 
Wet dog noses. 
So, so cute. Not when sleeping. Shoved against faces. Wake up, 
now!! Go away, Nala. It's only Sam. It's manageable though. I'll 
miss her. Even at Sam. Gone after graduation. 
Boy number one. 
Ways he chewed. So goddamn obnoxious. "I'm an engineer." 
Woooow, so cool. No, no really. I mean it. (But not actually.) Why 
start there? Engineers and others. Always start there. Business, 
engineering, computers. Maybe I'm bitter? (I'm definitely bitter. 
He's cute though.) 
Don't stop hating: 
His sullen stare. 
Boy number two. Maybe a glare. Like I'm contaminated. So he 
thinks. Slowly developing loathing. On both sides. Why did I? Who 
knows, really. Him chastising me. "Stop doing that. Swearing is 
disgusting." Bite me, asshole. 
Becoming more aware. 
Should be good. Aware of politics. Mindful of food. Language, 
makeup, behavior. All these improved. But, but, but. Aware of 
disparities. Racism is everywhere. Sexism hasn't died. Classismjust 
beginning. Everything is debated. Guns, rights, lives. 
Developing depression, anxiety. 
How' d it happen? Loved to drive. 11 pm to 3am. High school 
cruising. But then, college. Pedestrians, everywhere, always. "Hit 
me, idc. Pay my tuition." Buses hitting pedestrians. Slow, seeping 
anxiety. Go check once. Or maybe twice. You might've hit' em. J 
ust be sure. Just one look. It can't hurt. One look's enough. 
Downhill from there. 
More lovely things. College is hard. Loving things helps: 
Time with friends. 
Maybe other categories. Not hate, but ... Mostly just difficult. Never 
enough tinie. Always worth it. 
Leaming to accept. 
Accepting boys' flaws. They won't call. Maybe they will. It doesn't 
matter. Boys are boys. Boys are fleeting. Grades are lasting. A's are 
impressive. Impressive builds resumes. Resumes meanjobs.Jobs 
bring stability. (A potential lie). 
Thoughts of careers. 
Always multiple options. Usually too many. Curator, professor, 
writer. Government or private? Everything is exciting. Really 
terrifying, too. But always layered. The excitement: jelly. Fear: 
peanut butter. A good sandwich. 
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